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A single gold nano-cylinder presenting multipolar plasmon resonances to enhance two-photon
fluorescence is investigated employing three dimensional finite-difference time-domain method.
Cylinders of large dimension usually display dipolar and quadrupolar plasmonic resonances. We
demonstrate that the dipolar resonance can couple with the incident light resulting in a large
localized field enhancement which increases the molecular excitation rate. At the same time, the
radiative quadrupolar mode overlaps with the emission band of excited fluorophores to assist the
fluorescence emission due to an enhancement in the quantum efficiency. Such dipole-quadrupole
jointly enhanced two-photon fluorescence exhibits exceptionally promise in brighter label design.
C 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4742148]
V
Two-photon excited fluorescence has opened a rapidly
expanding field of biological imaging studies during the past
two decades, and it continues to find an increasing number of
applications in biosensing and medicine.1–3 Two-photon excitation of fluorophores resulting from the simultaneous absorption of two photons has distinct advantages such as large
penetration depth and reduced photodamage for the use of
near-infrared light, three-dimensional confinement fluorescence excitation and high-contrast images because of the
quadratic excitation intensity dependence, and high signal-tobackground ratio fluorescence detection due to the broad
spectral separation of the excitation light from the induced
fluorescence.1,2 In recent years, there have been many efforts
to improve the performance of two-photon excitation fluorescence (TPEF), for instance, the design of fluorescent dye
probes with large two-photon absorption cross-sections.4,5
The more appealing scheme is so-called metal-enhanced fluorescence based on the coupling of the fluorophores and the
plasmonic nanostructures, which would result in enhanced
fluorescence intensity, shortened fluorescence lifetime, and
extended photostability.6–8 Metal-enhanced fluorescence has
attracted tremendous interest of researchers, and theoretical
and experimental investigations were performed widely for
one-photon excitation fluorescence process.6 In metalenhanced fluorescence, spectral correlation between localized
surface plasmon resonances (LSPR) modes of plasmonic
nanostructures and fluorophores’ absorption/emission spectra
has been convinced to be critical by numerous studies for metallic nanoparticles, nanoscale metallic films, or ordered
arrays of nanopatterns.8,9 The overlap of the molecule absorption spectra with plasmonic resonance can remarkably
increase the excitation rates of fluorophores due to strongly
enhanced local excitation field.10 On the other hand, tuning
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the LSPR to the fluorophores’ emission band, metallic nanostructures can change the total quantum efficiency by modifying the radiative and nonradiative decay rates.11 To optimally
enhance the fluorescence intensity, it is better that the plasmonic spectral features cover both fluorophores absorption
and emission, which means that the linewidth of LSPR mode
needs to be significantly broadened. However, broad plasmon
resonance would lead to fast radiative damping which deteriorates the quality factor and the field enhancement effect and
leading to low fluorescence enhancement. This is particularly
true for TPEF where the Stocks shift is usually larger between
the excitation and emission band. However, the surface
enhanced TPEF is much underappreciated, and the systematically theoretical study of surface enhanced two-photon fluorescence has even seldom been reported.
Recently, it has been found that the higher-order multipolar resonances of plasmonic nanostructure (which are often dark modes) become to be able to couple with the free
space incident electromagnetic field.12–14 This exciting effect
allows us to utilize the multipolar mode with the dipolar
mode to cooperatively enhance the molecules fluorescence
in excitation and emission processes simultaneously. The
dipolar resonance is proposed to couple with the free space
excitation light which would result in a large enhanced localized excitation field while at the same time the quadrupolar
resonance mode is tuned to overlap with the emission band
of the fluorescent molecule which would improve the light
emission efficiency. In this study, we demonstrate metalenhanced two-photon fluorescence with dipolar and quadrupolar modes of a single gold cylinder nanostructure based on
a single emitter-single metal structure configuration. Key parameters such as emitter’s position, orientation, and spectra
overlaps between molecular band and plasmon resonances
are also investigated to optimize the enhancement effect.
We model the single emitter-single nanostructure system
employing three-dimensional finite-difference time-domain
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(FDTD) calculations.15 An oscillating classical point dipole
is considered as an isolated emitter, with a radiative decay
rate C0rad , nonradiative decay rate C0nrad and quantum efficiency g0 ¼ C0rad =ðC0rad þ C0nrad Þ. The presence of a metallic
nanostructure introduces an additional nonradiative decay
channel due to metal losses. The modified radiative decay
rate is now denoted as Crad that accounts for the energy
reaching the far field. When the isolated emitter is coupled to
the nanoantenna, the emission efficiency changes to
gðxÞ ¼ g0ðxÞ =½ð1  g0ðxÞ =FðxÞ þ g0ðxÞ =gaðxÞ :

(1)

In this relation, FðxÞ ¼ Crad =C0rad is the Purcell factor, representing the enhancement of the radiative decay rate and
ga ðxÞ ¼ Crad =ðCrad þ Cnrad Þ is the antenna efficiency,
which is the power that reaches the far field divided by the
total emitting power. Then the TPEF signal of the isolated
emitter is
4
S / k  r2P
ðxÞ  gðxÞ  jp  Ej :

FIG. 1. (a) Normalized absorption spectra of cylinder d70-h20 (black) and
d150-h20 (red). (b) Normalized total decay rates of a point dipole source
near the cylinders.

(2)

Here, k is the collection efficiency (assuming the signal is
collected over all angles, it is the same with or without
antenna), p is the transition electric dipole moment, and E is
the electric field at the emitter position. Moreover, for simplicity, the two-photon absorption cross-section of the fluorophores is supposed the same for all excitation
wavelengths. Then, the TPEF brightness of the emitter studied is approximately only related to local field enhancement
and the quantum efficiency. Precisely, we focus our attention
on a single emitter in the vicinity of a gold cylinder placed
on a silica substrate. Indeed, cylinder nanostructures can be
fabricated easily and their surface plasmon resonance can be
tuned by adjusting the diameter or height. Recently, it has
been applied experimentally for ultrasensitive detection
through metal-enhanced TPEF, while the theoretical investigation is lacking.8 The optical dielectric function of gold is
modeled using the Drude-Lorentz dispersion model16 and
the system is immersed in water. The refractive index is
equal to 1.33 for water and 1.49 for silica without loss.
Recent studies have shown that higher-order resonances
can be excited directly with free-space incident light due to
the symmetry breaking. This permits the coupling between
the dark multipolar modes with the dipolar bright mode or
leads to the Fano resonances.13,14 Here, the plasmon
resonances of the cylinder are first calculated using plane
wave illumination: the results reveals that the plasmon
resonances of the cylinder presents a good tunability by
adjusting the diameter versus height (i.e., d/h ratio) (see supporting information23). When the dimensions of the cylinder
or d/h ratio increases beyond the quasi-static limit, quadrupolar plasmon resonance modes appear, which is due to retardation effects. As shown in Fig. 1(a), the optical absorption
spectra of cylinder d70-h20 (denoting the cylinder with diameter d ¼ 70 nm, height h ¼ 20 nm) only presents dipolar
mode, while the cylinder d150-h20 presents obvious both
dipolar and quadrupolar modes. For the small size cylinder
where the quasi-static approximation is valid (its dimension
is much smaller than the incident wavelength), only dipolar
plasmon mode can be efficiently excited by incident light.

For the cylinder d150-h20 for which the size becomes comparable to the incident light wavelength, the electric field can
no longer be assumed uniform across the nanostructure. As a
consequence of the retardation, quadrupolar mode is able to
directly couple with the higher multipolar components of the
incident wave.12,17 For comparison, the plasmon resonance
modes of the cylinder are also calculated using a point
source illumination; as expected the quadrupolar mode supported by the large cylinder is efficiently excited as shown in
Fig. 1(b). It coincides with a previous paper that reported
that the quadrupolar dark plasmon mode of a bipyramidal
nanoparticle can induce a corresponding emission peak by a
dipole source.18 All above calculations prove that the quadrupolar dark plasmon mode of a large size gold cylinder can
become bright and can be excited by a dipole source or incident plane wave. Since bright modes couple to light, they
also radiate, and this spectral feature can remarkably affect
the two-photon emission process of the fluorophores near the
nanostructures.
Now we investigate how the dipolar and quadrupolar
resonance modes of the gold cylinders enhance TPEF simultaneously, which modify both excitation and emission rate of
a single emitter. Here, the cylinder d150-h20 is studied in
detail as its dipolar resonance lies at wavelength of 880 nm
and quadrupolar resonance at wavelength of 670 nm. These
wavelengths are placed in a region closed to (i) the emission
of Cy5 molecules (fluorophore widely used in biochemistry,
emission maximum 670 nm—absorption maximum at
650 nm for one-photon process)19 and (ii) the widely used
two-photon fluorescence excitation source laser that lies in
the near-infrared region (750–950 nm). For comparison, cylinder d70-h20 and d120-h20 are also calculated in detail, as
they have only one clear dipolar resonance at 670 nm or
780 nm in wavelength, respectively. Fig. 2(b) shows the Purcell factor F for the three cylinders with the same distance
between the emitter and the cylinder surface. Purcell factor
(i.e., the radiative decay rates enhancement) of cylinder
d150-h20 displays a double-peak behavior at 880 nm and
670 nm in wavelength, reflecting these two modes strongly
radiating to the far field. Cylinder d70-h20 and d120-h20
have only one characteristic peak as expected. Given that the
initial quantum efficiency g0 is 0.3 at k ¼ 670 nm, we can
calculate the relative fluorescence intensity of Cy5 (as shown
in Table I) excited by light at wavelength of 880 nm for cylinder d70-h20 and d150-h20, and the excitation wavelength
is 820 nm for cylinder d120-h20.
By comparing the two-photon fluorescence behaviors
of the cylinders, it is clear that LSPRs overlapping with
both the excitation and the emission band of the emitter
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FIG. 2. (a) Configuration of single dipole emitter in the vicinity of a cylinder. The dipole is positioned at the same height with the cylinder, with the
dipole-cylinder separation 8 nm. The emitting dipole orientated along x axis.
Normalized Purcell factor F (b) and antenna efficiency ga (c) for different
cylinders (black circles for cylinder d70-h20, blue triangles for d120-h20
and red rectangles for d150-h20). The gray lines in (b) indicate the twophoton excitation wavelength (880 nm for cylinder d70-h20 and 150-h20,
820 nm for d120-h20).

would result in the highest fluorescence enhancement. The
cylinder d70-h20 has a strong resonance at the Cy5 emission
band, thus resulting in a high quantum efficiency as shown in
Table I. This quantum efficiency is related to a large quantum efficiency corresponding to the high Purcell factor F and
to the antenna efficiency ga (Fig. 2(c)) given by Eq. (1). This
can be well understood in the way that the Purcell factor F is
large enough, which improves the quantum efficiency so that
it can approach to the antenna efficiency ga . Although cylinder d70-h20 provides the highest quantum efficiency, its

plasmon has no resonance within the near-infrared incident
light, then very low excitation rate, and small field enhancement are obtained, resulting in the weakest fluorescence intensity enhancement. The nonlinear feature of two-photon
excitation implies the quadratic dependence of absorption on
the excitation light intensity, so it is essential to design plasmon resonances corresponding to excitation wavelength to
achieve the strongest local field enhancement. As we can see
in Table I, both cylinders d150-h20 and d120-h20 present
obvious surface plasmon resonance modes in near-infrared
region and result in high field enhancement strongly coupled
to the excited light. For comparison, the local field at wavelength of 880 nm for the cylinder d150-h20 and at wavelength of 820 nm for d120-h20 is calculated to obtain almost
the same enhancement effect, then, the difference in fluorescence performance originates from the deviation of quantum
efficiency. As seen in Table I, the cylinder d150-h20 has the
higher fluorescence enhancement than the d120-h20 one.
Due to the presence of the quadrupolar plasmon resonance
of the cylinder d150-h20, the antenna efficiency at around
670 nm is higher than that of the cylinder d120-h20, so the
fluorescence intensity is higher. The quadrupolar resonance
provide more efficient coupling between the molecular emissions and the radiative LSPR modes.
The advantages of quadrupolar plasmon resonance lying
at the molecule fluorescence emission can be further demonstrated by the distance dependence of surface enhanced
TPEF. The surface enhanced fluorescence effect is usually
distance dependent, and the LSPR mode could significantly
influence the distance behavior. Figure 3 demonstrates the
excitation enhancement (square of the local field enhancement), quantum efficiency, and relative fluorescence intensity as a function of the separation between the emitter and
the cylinder (in other words, an emitter polarized along the x
direction is placed at the various positions indicated in Fig.
2(a)). The excitation rate increases greatly at the very vicinity of the cylinder which is related to the field distribution
around the cylinder. Both cylinder d150-h20 and d120-h20
have similar excitation enhancement at different distances by
excitation light at wavelengths of 880 or 820 nm, respectively. Their quantum yields decline with separation decreasing due to the strong nonradiative loss of the metal, while
that of the cylinder d120-h20 reduces more rapidly as shown
in Fig. 3(b). Because the cylinder d120-h20 has no resonances at the molecular emission band, this leads to a lower
quantum efficiency correlated to fluorescence quenching at
immediate proximity of the surface. Thanks to the quadrupolar resonance mode, a large two-photon fluorescence signal
can still be observed for emitter-metal separation as small as

TABLE I. Cy5 two-photon fluorescence characteristics with different cylinder sizes.
Cylinder

Excitation enhancement (jE=E0 j4 )

Antenna efficiency (670 nm)a

Quantum efficiency (670 nm)

Enhancement factor (670 nm)b

d70-h20
d120-h20
d150-h20

117/880 nmc
17391/820 nm
17800/880 nm

0.45
0.14
0.18

0.44
0.13
0.18

173
7690
10596

a

Antenna efficiency at Cy5 emission maximum position 670 nm.
Two-photon fluorescence enhancement factor for emission wavelength at 670 nm, with free Cy5 initial quantum efficiency is 0.3 at 670 nm.
c
Two-photon excitation rate enhancement under a certain excitation wavelength.
b
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FIG. 4. Two-photon fluorescence dependences on different dipole-cylinder
3D configurations. (a) The configuration of the system. (b) Field distributions at x-y plane and x-z plane near the cylinder d150-h20. The excitation
wavelength is at 880 nm, and the propagating and polarization directions are
also indicated. Purcell factor (c) and relative TPEF intensity at emission
wavelength of 670 nm (d) for different configuration situations.
FIG. 3. Two-photon excitation rates enhancement (a), normalized quantum
efficiency (b) and relative two-photon fluorescence intensity (c) for an emitter coupled to the cylinder d150-h20 and d120-h20 as a function of the
emitter-cylinder separations. The emission at wavelength of 670 nm is the
same for both cylinders, the excitation wavelengths are at 880 nm for the
cylinder d150-h20 and at 820 nm for the cylinder d120-h20.

3 nm, which means that the quenching process is not yet
dominating. In contrast, fluorescence for the molecules very
closed to cylinder d120-h20 displays obvious quenching
effects. Plasmon resonance overlapping with molecular
emission band permits to effectively reduce the quenching
effect. Such a property has been widely reported in theoretical and experimental studies for one-photon metal-enhanced
fluorescence,9 and it is again confirmed and effective in
metal-enhanced TPEF process.
In order to fully understand the metallic nanostructure
enhanced TPEF, we investigate further how the dipole orientation and dipole-metal 3D configurations influence the fluorescence intensity. To be consistent with the experimental
conditions, the cylinder is under illumination of light propagating along the z direction and polarized along the x direction. Several typical positions and dipole orientations are
calculated and the results are shown in Fig. 4. The emittercylinder separation is fixed at 8 nm. As we can see the Purcell factors plotted in Fig. 4(c), the coupling strength
between the emitter and cylinder presents anisotropic behavior for different configurations of molecule relative to the
cylinder. For position A and B, the strong coupling is only
effective for the dipole orientated along x axis. A dipole orientated along z axis even presents a negative coupling effect
as the fluorescence intensity is suppressed than the situation
for free molecule indicated in Fig. 4(d). At position C, Purcell factor for dipole orientated along z direction increases
greatly, which could be due to the excitation of higher multipoles. In such a case, the incident light is z-polarized and
propagating along the x axis. Because of the very weak local
field, dipole at position C with orientation ez displays no fluorescence enhancement. At position D, the coupling between
the dipole and the cylinder remains still weak, leading to
only little fluorescence enhancement. The above investigations also provide guidelines for TPEF experiments. For fluorophores in the vicinity of the cylinder surfaces, only those

conjugated to the side surfaces with proper orientation can
achieve significant TPEF enhancement. Field distributions of
the cylinder d150-h20 illuminated by 880 nm planar continuous wave polarized along x and z direction are also calculated and plotted in Fig. 4(b) for a better understanding of
the orientation and configuration dependent phenomena. The
optical field enhancement exhibits an asymmetric distribution at the vicinity of the cylinder, and the corresponding
TPEF has a strong polarization dependence. Taking into
account that the fluorescence enhancement depends not only
on the local field but also on the quantum efficiency, the
designed cylinder with dipolar and quadrupolar plasmon
resonances displays the distinct advantages for enhancing
two-photon fluorescence. Furthermore, we adjust the diameter d and height h of the cylinder structure to optimize the
fluorescence enhancement. Several other cylinders with
almost same dipolar and quadrupolar plasmon resonance
peaks as the cylinder d150-h20 are selected and we find the
Purcell factor and field enhancement are decreased as the
dimensions of cylinder increase. Considering the feasibility
of nanofabrication in experiments, we take the cylinder
d150-h20 as the optimized structure to achieve most intense
two-photon fluorescence (see supporting information).
Additionally, it should be noted that we mainly consider
how the metallic nanostructures modify the excitation and
emission rates during the metal-enhanced TPEF as the conventional way in the metal-enhanced one-photon excitation
fluorescence.11 The molecular excitation rates is only characterized by the local field enhancement factor; meanwhile, the
emission probability represented by quantum efficiency is
influenced for the reason that metallic nanostructures alter
the radiative and nonradiative decay rates of the fluorophores. As a result, final fluorescence intensity approximately
behaves as the product of these two processes. Nevertheless,
we think that the process of the plasmonic nanostructure surface enhanced TPEF is more complex in practice. Our theoretical simulations do not include some probable factors
during the interaction of between metallic nanostructures and
nearby fluorophores. For instance, there are two possible
extra energy transfer channels between the metallic nanostructures and the nearby fluorophores. First, plasmonic
nanostructures absorbing the illuminated incident light
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induce strong localized electric field on the surfaces and enable some nonlinear optical effects, like second harmonic generation20 or four-wave mixing processes.21 Doubled
frequency of the fundamental near-IR light or four-wave
mixing frequency can be absorbed directly by the nearby fluorophores. Second, light-irradiated plasmonic nanostructures
may also emit a two-photon luminescence.22 Then the photoluminescence light can overlap the fluorophore absorption
band, thus also leading to the fluorescence excitation
enhancement. In such cases, metallic nanostructures with
nonlinear optical response or photoluminescence emission
can serve as an extra source to excite emitters. In a recently
reported metal-enhanced TPEF experiment, ordered gold cylinders array with plasmon resonance designed overlapping
with the Cy5 linear absorption band was observed for a high
TPEF enhancement.8 The above mentioned energy transfer
effects may provide other explanations for metal-enhanced
TPEF process, which are beyond the scope of this study.
In conclusion, we demonstrated the concept that the metallic nanostructure with multipolar plasmon resonance modes
can be utilized to enhance two-photon fluorescence efficiently.
Dipolar resonance of a gold nano-cylinder was tuned to couple to the incident light and induced large local field enhancement, and the quadrupolar mode can resonance with the
emission of the fluorescent molecule to enhance the emission
process. Engineering the optical properties of metallic nanostructures, excitation and emission processes of two-photon
excited fluorescence could be highly enhanced simultaneously
through a single nanostructure. We believe that this study
offer an opportunity for metal-enhanced fluorescence and provide promises for two-photon fluorescence applications.
This work was supported by the National Basic
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